Murder Your Employer
by Rupert Holmes
F Holmes
Mystery. Follows students of the McMasters Conservatory as they prepare for graduation by getting away with the perfect murder of someone whose death will make the world a much better place to live. B, eA, eB

The Quiet Tenant
by Clémence Michallon
F Michallon
Fiction. Aidan Thomas is known as a hardworking family man and beloved figure in his community, but he is also a serial killer. He has to move to a new town and takes along the woman he's earmarked for death. B, eA, eB, LP

The September House
by Carissa Orlando
F Orlando
Horror. Margaret is determined to stay in her dream home, a haunted Victorian where every September the walls drip blood. After her husband leaves abruptly, every attempt made to find him causes the hauntings to grow more harrowing. B, eA, eB, LP

The Seven Year Slip
by Ashley Poston
F Poston
Romance. A book publicist with a perfectly planned future hits a snag when she falls in love with her temporary roommate...only to discover he lives seven years in the past. B, eA, eB, LP

Sisters of the Lost Nation
by Nick Medina
F Medina
Horror. Girls start going missing amidst strange and sinister happenings in the reservation's casino. Anna, whose sister is among those missing, must confront demons old and new as she hunts for answers. B, eA, eB, LP

The Teachers
by Alexandra Robbins
371.1 Rob
Nonfiction. A year-in-the-life account of three teachers: Penny, a southern middle school math teacher; Miguel, a special education teacher in a western state; and Rebecca, an east coast elementary school teacher. B, eA, eB

What You Are Looking for Is in the Library
by Michiko Aoyama
F Aoyama
Fiction. Tokyo’s most mysterious librarian, Sayuri Komachi, gives her visitors one unexpected book, which has life-altering consequences. B, eA, eB, LP

You, with a View
by Jessica Joyce
F Joyce
Romance. Embarking on a road trip inspired by their grandparents’ broken engagement, Noelle Shepherd and her high school nemesis, Theo Spencer, find their tenuous relationship almost ending before it can restart. B, eA, eB
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The Bandit Queens
by Parini Shroff
F Shroff
Fiction. Geeta is considered a “self-made” widow after the disappearance of her husband. Other women in the village begin asking her for help in getting rid of their own no-good husbands. B, eA, eB, LP

Beyond That, the Sea
by Laura Spence-Ash
F Spence-Ash
Fiction. A young girl is sent from London to live in America during World War II and fits in so seamlessly with her new family that she is hesitant to return to England when she is called home. B, eA, eB, LP

The Blonde Identity
by Ally Carter
F Carter
Fiction. Waking up in Paris with no memory of who she is, a young woman discovers she’s the identical twin of a rogue spy. To stay alive she must team up with a secret agent to unravel a deadly conspiracy. B, eA, eB, LP

Camp Damascus
by Chuck Tingle
F Tingle
Horror. Camp Damascus offers a sin-free and “saved” life to its ultra-conservative Christian patrons as the self-proclaimed “most effective” gay conversion camp in America, while hiding a host of very unholy secrets. B, eA, eB

A Fever in the Heartland
by Timothy Egan
Nonfiction. Traces the Ku Klux Klan’s rise to power in the 1920s, driven by the con man D.C. Stephenson, and how a seemingly powerless woman named Madge Oberholtzer brought them to their knees. B, eA, eB

Forager: Field Notes on Surviving a Family Cult
by Michelle Dowd
Biography Dowd
Nonfiction. A memoir of the author’s experience growing up in an apocalyptic cult, with an emphasis on how understanding the natural world was her key to escape and survival. B, eA, eB

Frontier
by Grace Curtis
F Curtis
Sci-Fi/Fantasy. The human race has fled a ravaged Earth. For those who stayed, a lawless society remains. Then a ship falls from the sky, bringing a Stranger who finds herself adrift in a ravaged, unwelcoming landscape. B, eA, eB

The Hike
by Lucy Clarke
F Clarke
Fiction. When Liz and her three best friends go hiking in the stunning mountains of Norway, they discover a remote place hiding secrets darker than they could have ever imagined. B, eA, eB

Ink Blood Sister Scribe
by Emma Törzs
F Torzs
Sci-Fi/Fantasy. Two estranged half-sisters tasked with guarding their family’s library of magical books must work together to unravel a deadly secret at the heart of their collection. B, eA, eB, LP

The Long March Home
by Marcus Brotherton
F Brotherton
Fiction. Three best friends from Mobile, Alabama are captured in the Philippines during WWII. They struggle to survive against impossible odds in what becomes known as the Bataan Death March. B, eA, eB

The Mostly True Story of Tanner & Louise
by Colleen Oakley
F Oakley
Fiction. Tanner Quimby needs a place to live. Louise Wilt’s daughter demands that Louise have a full-time nanny living with her. The story of a not-to-be-underestimated elderly woman and an aimless young woman. B, eA, eB, LP

Murder in Postscript
by Mary Winters
F Winters
Mystery. Secretly writing for a London penny paper under the pen name Lady Agony, Amelia Amesbury is drawn into a murder investigation after the death of one of her readers. She puts her reputation and life on the line to catch a killer. B, eA, eB, LP